Mobile Access,
TimeTec Smart Tripod Turnstile

TTS 2100B & 2200B
with BLE-2
By only receiving a Bluetooth signal from an
authorized smartphone, TimeTec Smart Tripod
Turnstile TTS 2100B and TTS 2200B will grant access
for individuals into the premise without the usual
hassle of carrying an access card. Since entries
are electronically controlled and managed
throughout, the status of access is shown on the
LED way-mode indicators to allow for easier
notification as well as ensuring a smooth
operational flow.
Besides using a smartphone as an access
credential, TimeTec Smart Tripod Turnstile TTS
2100B & 2200B series also come with a default
RFID card access and could likewise be
integrated
with
biometric
identifications
(fingerprint or face recognition) as optional
access credentials upon request.

Reliability
Stainless steel frames, high
quality electrical components,
and alloy steel tripod hub to
prevent mechanical wear.
Patented compact mechanism
ensures the smooth flow of the
inner lubricant.
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When
power
off
during
emergency, automatic arm drop
mechanism will be activated.
Electromagnets for lock are only
used when activated. Standby
mode when idle.

Aesthetic Design

Anti-Tailgate

No exposed screws, safer for
users. Special designed case
shape, sleek & compact and
user-friendly
for
accessing.
Pictogram indicators are built-in
to show directional and access
permission.

The mechanical design of Tripod
Turnstile allows only the passage
of a single person at a time,
effectively curbing tailgate
activities and improving security.

Mobile Access

Optional Biometrics
Recognition Access

With TimeTec BLE 2 built-in, it
allows authorized users to access
TimeTec Tripod Turnstile by using
their smartphone via TimeTec
Access App/TimeTec VMS App/
i-Neighbour App.
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Safety & User-Oriented
Design

Comes standard with RFID card
access besides mobile access.
TTS 2100B & 2200B can be
integrated with fingerprint and
face recognition modules as
optional access credentials
upon request.

Easy Integration

Cost Effective

TimeTec Smart Tripod Turnstile
TTS2100B & 2200B come standard
with electrical interface design
to ease the integration with
third-party device.

TimeTec Smart Tripod Turnstile
would be more cost effective
when compared with Flap and
Swing Turnstile for cost concerned communities and companies to reduce investment.
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Specifications

MODEL

TTS 2100B

POWER SUPPLY

TTS 2200B
AC 220V/110V, 50/60Hz

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

-28 °C- 60 °C

OPERATING HUMIDITY

5%-85%

WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Indoor/Outdoor(shelter)
60W

RATED POWER

120W
25- 48 passage/minute

FLOW RATE
CASEWORK MATERIAL

SUS304

PICTOGRAM INDICATION

Yes

CONTROL SYSTEM

Input controlled by dry contact

EMERGENCY BUTTON INPUT

Yes

OPERATIONAL VOLTAGE

24VDC

PASSING DIRECTION

Single/ Bi-Directional

EMERGENCY

Automatic arm drop when power off

COMMUNICATON
ACCESS CREDENTIAL
DIMENSION

RS485, TCP/IP (Need access Controller)
RFID Card & Bluetooth (Fingerprint & face recognition as optional)
111×98×18 + arm length 50

PACKAGE DIMENSION, CM

111×98×32 + arm length 50

120×108×28

120×108×44

NET WEIGHT

45KG

65KG

GROSS WEIGHT (PACKAGE)

53KG

75KG

OPTIONAL FUNCTION

Alternative material or shape, third-party access control integration,
ticket system integration, passage counter Alternative material or
shape, third-party access control integration, ticket system
integration, passage counter

Note: Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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